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IT WAS 7OUCH-ANIHiO FOR A WHILE. YoUR FAVOURIn TEAM
LOOKED 70 BE WITHOUTA SPONSOR FOR THE 2000 SEASON.

1999 WERE

THEN - WHILE THE LAST DRAMAS OF

BEING

PlAYED OUT - A DIFFERENT BACKER STEPPED INfO THE

PlADIJOCK.AND MoroRCYCLE RAcER MOVED 70A NEW HOME.

And here we are. A little late, so apologies to all who've
been waiting for this issue. No doubt you've noticed a
few changes already, so I'll bring you up to speed. In
order to keep MOTORCYCLE RACER on the shelves, we
had to take some of those tedious economic decisions.
That's why there's no gatefold cover, no swish metallic
ink and no impressive-but-expensive binding. We
thought long and hard about what you, the motorcycle
racing enthusiast, would want to see in MOTORCYCLE
RAcER, and we decided that you'd want more...
...more words, more pictures, more information, more
understandings. So that's why you'll find an extra 16
pages in the magazine, making this issue of MoroRCYCLE
RAcER the largest ever. You'll also find many ofthe regular
Racer crew whose words and pictures we wouldn't be .
without, plus some new people we hope you'll like.
Not everyone coVld transfer with the magazine, so
it's with some sadness that we say goodbye to Racer's
founding father, Gary Pinchin. We'd like to thank him
especially, and all the folk at Key Publishing, for
taking such care in building a fine product and for all
their help during the hand-over process. We'll do our
best to treat it well, guys.
But in order to survive, Racer has to develop. Just like
any competitor in an active field, we can't stand still.
And this is where you come in. We need to know what
you like - and what you dislike - about Racer. What
should we change to help Racer flourish in a market
where the dice is loaded for the major players? What
should we never change, to keep the magazine exactly
as you like it? What do you want to see more of? What
do you never want to see again?
There's a questionnaire on page 96, but you're
welcome to write, fax or email other comments too. We
need to know, so we can build the best road-racing
magazine you've ever seen.
I'm listenlng_

Rowena Hoseason Managing Editor
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